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EMBEDDING OF CATEGORIES
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Dedicated to the memory of George S. Rinehart
Abstract.
In this paper we generalize the notion of exact
functor to an arbitrary category and show that every small category
has a full embedding into a category of all set-valued functors on
some small category. The notion of exact is such that this result
generalizes the author's exact embedding of regular categories and,
indeed, Mitchell's embedding of abelian categories. An example is
given of the type of diagram-chasing argument that can be given
with this embedding.

Introduction. In [Barr] we proved that every small regular category
has an exact embedding into a set-valued functor category (C, 5) where
C is some small category. In this paper we show that the same result can
be proved for any small category when the definition of exact functor is
slightly extended. This new definition will agree with the previous one
when the category is regular.
The embedding which results can be used to chase diagrams in completely arbitrary categories, much as Mitchell's theorem does for abelian
categories. As an illustration of this, we derive a theorem of Grothendieck
on the descent of pullbacks.
1. Universal regular epimorphisms. In any category a map is called a
regular epimorphism if it is the coequalizer of some parallel pair of maps.
One usually defines /: X—>Y to be a universal regular epimorphism if for
every Y'-+ Y, the fibred product Y' x r X exists and the projection
Y' xr X-* Y' is always a regular epimorphism. It is gradually becoming
clearer that the universal regular epimorphisms are the "good" epimorphisms. In fact a good case could be made that these should be termed the
quotient mappings. In a regular category, every regular epimorphism is
universally so.
In [Verdier] it is shown how every category X has a full embedding into
a topos E where E is the category of sheaves for the so-called canonical
topology on X. A brief description of E and the embedding R follows.
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Let R:X-*(Xop, S) be the Yoneda embedding into the indicated functor
category. A subfunctor F>->RX is called a cover of X if for all /: Xx-+X
and all Ye X, the map induced by the projection

(RX1,RY)^(FxRXRXx,RY)
is an isomorphism. In particular, by taking/^A' (=identity map of X),
we see that (RX, R Y)-+(F, R Y) is required to be an isomorphism. A
sheaf is defined to be a functor E such that the natural map

EX g* (RX, E)-^ (F, E)
is an isomorphism for all covers F-+RX.
We defined E as the full subcategory of (Xop, S) consisting of all the
sheaves. Evidently every representable functor is a sheaf (in the canonical
topology) so that R induces a functor, also denoted by R : X->-E.
Suppose X'->Xis a regular epimorphism. We do not at this point assume
that it is universally so, except for the supposition that the fibre square
X' x x X' exists. Let F be the image (pointwise) of RX'->-RX.Then RX'-+
Fisa regular epimorphism since in the functor category every epimorphism
is. This means that

RX' xF RX' zX BJC''-*■
F
is a coequalizer. But F-+RX a monomorphism implies that

RX' X F RX' = RX' X RX RX' ^ R(X' X x X'),

so that

R(X' x x X') ^. RX'->-F
is a coequalizer. Then for all functors F',

(F, F') - (RX', F') U (R(X' x x X'), F')
is an isomorphism. In particular that is true for all F'=RY. On the other
hand, since R is full and faithful and X' x x X'zXX'-+X is a coequalizer,
we see that

(RX, RY)-» (RX', RY)zX iRiX' X x X'), RY)
is an equalizer for all Ye X. By the uniqueness of equalizers we see that

(RX, RY)^(F, RY) by an isomorphism such that

(RX',RY)

(F,RY)

ä

(RX, RY)
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commute, which is only possible if it is induced by the natural map

RX'

F

RX.

If X'-*X is a universal regular epimorphism, this analysis will remain
the same under the pullback of any map Xy—*-X
and we see that F-r+RX
is a cover. In that case, we have that

(RX, E) — (RX', E) ZX(RX' x RXRX', E)
is an equalizer for every E e E, which means that RX'-+RX=R(X'—>~X) is
a regular epimorphism in E. (In any topos, every epimorphism is universally regular.) On the other hand, if/is not a universal regular epimorphism but its pullback with every map exists, then we could easily see that
Rf is not an epimorphism. The upshot of this is
Proposition 1. The canonical embedding R : X-^-E preserves universal
regular epimorphisms; if X has pullback s it also reflects them.

For general X, it might happen that Rf is an epimorphism when/, for
lack of enough pullbacks, is not a universal regular epimorphism. For
example / might be a split epimorphism—a property preserved by every
functor. Accordingly, we would like to propose a new
Definition 1. A map/is called a universal regular epimorphism if Rf
is an epimorphism, where R:X-*E is the Yoneda embedding of Xinto the
category of sheaves for the canonical topology on X.
Definition 2. A functor is called exact if it preserves all finite limits
and universal regular epimorphisms. It is called reflexively exact if, in
addition, it reflects finite limits and universal regular epimorphisms.

2. The embedding.
Theorem A.

Let X be a small category. Then there is a small category

C and a full reflexively exact embedding U:X-+(C, S).
Theorem B. Let X be a small category. Then there is a (discrete) set I
and a functor U'.X-^-S1 which is faithful and reflexively exact.

Theorem C. Let X be a small category. Then there is a family {Ut},
iel of exact set-valued functors on X which collectively are faithful and
reflect finite limits and universal regular epimorphisms.

Proof of Theorem A. The embedding R:X-*E is full and exact.
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Since it is full, it clearly reflects finite limits and it reflects universal regular
epimorphisms in accordance with Definition 1. According to (III, 1.2) of
[Barr], E has a full exact embedding into a (set-valued) functor category.
Such an embedding evidently reflects finite limits and regular epimorphisms. But in a topos—including in a functor category—the classes of
epimorphisms, regular epimorphisms and universal regular epimorphisms
coincide. Hence it reflects exactness.
It is, of course, trivial that Theorem A=>Theorem B=>Theorem C.
3. An application. We illustrate the kind of diagram chasing argument
possible with the following, which is a theorem of [Grothendieck] when
the standard definition of universal regular epimorphism is used. It is also
proved in [Barr] (III, 6.10) when the category is regular.
Proposition

2.

Consider the diagram

d°

d

X'—*X->X"

f

f

f"

r:

Y"

Suppose that
(i) d is a universal regular epimorphism;

(ii) d°, d1 are the kernel pair of d;
(iii) e°, e1 are the kernel pair of e;

(iv)/• ¿«W»•/';/• dW ■f';f"d=ef;
(v) the square

is a pullback.
Then the square

-+X"

f

r

is a pullback.
Proof.

Apply Theorem C and prove it for sets.
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